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The Largest Brewery Equipment Manufacturer in Asia

Craft Brewhouse

Lehui has a complete product range of brewing and packaging equipment, which allows us to
excel at providing turnkey project solutions at competitive pricing for both large and craft
breweries.
With over 26 years of experience designing,planning and installing professional brewing projects
around the globe,you can count on our expertise to meet your equipment requirements.
Lehui can also manufacture equipment under private label offering the flexibility to collaborate
with engineering companies with custom designed products backed by world-class quality and
quick lead times.
Well versed in global sales and logistics to ensure a successfyl project,Lehui is also seeking
professional engineering companies to act as an agent outside of North America.
NDL is our strategic partner for North America, based locally in the metro Detroit area,assisting
with turnkey solutions,expansion projects,service and freight management.NDL can provide the
answers to ensure you’re making a confident purchase decision.

Mobrew Modular Brewing System（Patented Product）

Mobrew is a mobile brewery on wheels that integrates the complete
brewing process from raw materials to packaging.
Annual production capacity of Mobrew ranges from 700 to 10,000 hl
Mobrew uses MoTech intelligent brewing software and control systems.

Malt Mill

Fermentation & Brite Tanks

（Fermentation Tank）

Processes 500 kg of malt per hour.
High-speed milling.
High efficiency to ensure broken
malt grain husks are intact.
Simple operation.
Easy installation.

（Brite Tank）

Laser-welded jackets with quality
assurance for 10 years.
Traceable manufacturing process
documented for quality.
Standard designs in ASME, PED and
AS1210, etc.
Quick delivery for standard models.

Four-vessel brewhouse.
20-80 bbl per batch with 4-10 batches per day
Consists of modules for raw materials handling,
brewing, fermenting, etc.
Pre-assembled before delivery for easy on-site
installation.
Lehui’s BrewTech semi-automated or fully
automated control technology allows for easy
brewing.

Pub Brewhouse

Two-vessel brewhouse with option of North
American or European configuration.
5-20 bbl per batch with 2- 4 batches per day
Modular design to save space.Options of
stainless steel or copper-cladded design.
Highly efficient and cost-effective brewing.
Lehui’s BrewTech semi-automated or fully
automated control technology allows for easy
brewing.
（ North American Style ）
( Mash/Lauter Tun & Wort Kettle/Whirlpool )

（ European Style ）
( Mash Tun/Wort Kettle & Lauter Tun/Whirlpool )

CraftCan

CraftBottle
Up to 10,000 bottles per hour.
Open designed capper head that is easy to clean.
Low-speed line with low complexity and simple
technology for high efficiency.
Compact layout, enabling 1-2 people to operate.

Up to 18,000 cans per hour.
High precision.
Compact integrated design.
Equipped with can seaming machine.

CF55 Cask Filler

Hygienic design - food-grade hoses
and stainless steel construction.
Low loss - beer flow is controlled, full
filling reduces fobbing and prevents
spillage.
High efficiency - filling time can be
reduced.
Compatible with multiple cask sizes.

CW60 Cask Washer

Low loss - no need to drain or
pre-wash cask.
Easy-to-use touch screen and
one-button washing for convenience
and efficiency.
No trap point - guards on all moving
parts.
Compatible with multiple cask sizes.
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KWF35 Keg Washer & Filler

Up to 70 kegs per hour(Two sets).
Cleans and fills automatically.
Keg pressure seal check.
Meets all international safety standards.

